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Electrically Injected Hybrid Organic/Inorganic III-Nitride White Light-Emitting Diodes with Nonradiative Förster Resonance Energy Transfer

Suneal Ghataora, Richard M. Smith, Modestos Athanasiou, and Tao Wang*

Department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering, The University of Sheffield, Mappin Street, Sheffield, S1 3JD, United Kingdom

ABSTRACT: An electrically injected hybrid organic/inorganic III-nitride white light-emitting diode (LED) has been fabricated by using a two-dimensional (2D) microhole array structure. The hybrid LED geometry significantly enhances proximity between the inorganic active-region and the down-converting yellow organic light-emitting polymers (OLEPs), enabling the near-field nonradiative Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) process with high efficiency while retaining excellent electrical characteristics of an unpatterned planar LED. A reduction in the recombination lifetime in the InGaN/GaN blue active region has been observed with the hybrid device, confirming the nonradiative FRET process occurring between the InGaN/GaN blue active region and the yellow organic polymer. This results in a typical FRET efficiency of 16.7%, where the FRET interaction area accounts for approximately 0.64% of the remaining blue-emitting inorganic LED, but enhancing total device efficiency. An optimized white-light EL emission is achieved with typical CIE color coordinates at (0.29, 0.32).
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A"nalogous to the technological development of the conventional telephone to smartphones, lighting is expected to experience a similar evolution leading toward “smart-lighting” that is utilized simultaneously in general illumination and ultrafast high-bandwidth visible light communication (VLC, i.e., Li-Fi). In this case, a white light source of special characteristics is required in order to meet the multiple-function requirements.

The last two decades have seen tremendous progress in developing solid-state lighting, based primarily on III-nitride semiconductors. So far, the current state-of-the-art remains founded on the well-known “blue LED + yellow phosphor” approach, depending on blue emission from InGaN/GaN LEDs radiatively pumping down-conversion phosphor materials that provide longer-wavelength yellow emission that generate together white lighting. However, the approach has a number of drawbacks, such as the self-absorption of the phosphor, limiting the color-conversion efficiency from blue to yellow wavelengths and thus severe color rendering issues, the issues on quenching and stability of the phosphors, and so on. Furthermore, another fundamental limitation for the utilization of such a white LED is due to the very slow response time of phosphors, typically on the order of microseconds, restricting the bandwidth to below 1 MHz for Li-Fi applications. A receiver however would typically use blue filters to remove the slow-response of the phosphors’ yellow light, resulting in a significant loss (~50%) to signal intensity.

Organic light-emitting polymers (OLEPs) have been developed rapidly in recent years due to a number of advantages, such as high luminescence efficiencies, solubility, low cost manufacturing and flexibility. Furthermore, the much faster response times of organic materials, in comparison to existing phosphors, offers particular advantages in ultrafast Li-Fi. OLEPs however suffer from a number of fundamental problems, in particular poor electrical properties. A hybrid organic/inorganic III-nitride white LED therefore combines the complementary advantages of the two major semiconductor material groups. The basic arrangement achieving white light emission involves the partial down-conversion of an electrically injected blue InGaN/GaN LED by yellow OLEP. A resulting hybrid device therefore features the respective high-performance electrical properties, ultrafast response and photoluminescent (PL) quantum yield of the inorganic and organic material systems, expecting to demonstrate superior performance to current state-of-the-art white LEDs.

The issues of self-absorption are also eliminated by using OLEPs as a result of their intrinsically large Stokes-shift (>100 nm). Unlike any existing phosphors which are normally prepared in a form of grains with a typical size of tens of micrometer, OLEPs can be dissolved in a solvent, obtaining homogeneous microstructures simply by means of standard spin-coating techniques widely used in the field of semiconductor optoelectronics. OLEPs can therefore simplify the process of fabricating white LEDs, which is particularly attractive to industry.
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The most significant benefit using OLEPs instead of phosphors as down-conversion materials is that the efficiency of the color conversion can be significantly enhanced through a nonradiative Förster resonant energy transfer (FRET) mechanism, which cannot be achieved using any existing phosphors. The organic down-conversion material then emits radiatively at a rate above nonradiative FRET rate, effectively stopping a reverse transfer process. This avoids intermediate steps preceding the PL of the down-conversion material, which before absorption includes the photon emission and then extraction in a LED. The energy transfer process consequently generates a change in carrier recombination dynamics, resulting in an enhancement in total device efficiency, where the nonradiative FRET rate is sufficiently fast to suppress the nonradiative recombination processes in the inorganic LED.

Nonradiative FRET involves a near-field radiation-less energy transfer from inorganic active-regions (donors) to OLEPs (acceptors) through dipole–dipole Coulombic interactions. Therefore, it is crucial to ensure that the separation of donor and acceptor excitons is sufficiently small (typically <10 nm) in order to achieve a maximal conversion efficiency. Previous attempts to employ nonradiative FRET are exclusively based on a single quantum well structure with a very thin capping layer of only several nanometers. However, this form of structure cannot be fabricated into an electrically injected white LED due to the requirement of a thin (<15 nm) p-GaN layer, while a standard InGaN/GaN multiple quantum wells (MQWs) based blue LED typically has a ~200 nm p-GaN cap GaN. An electrically injected hybrid organic/inorganic white LED of this form has been demonstrated previously, where the deposition of an OLEP above the standard blue LED replaces a yellow phosphor without introducing any nonradiative FRET process at all.

In this paper, we report the fabrication of a 2D microhole array structure through the InGaN/GaN MQW of a standard blue LED, producing for the first time an electrically injected hybrid organic/inorganic white LED compatible with the near-field requirements of FRET. The LED geometry improves proximity between the inorganic active-region and a down-conversion OLEP, enabling a highly efficient near-field nonradiative FRET process while retaining excellent electrical characteristics. A reduction in the carrier recombination lifetime in the InGaN/GaN MQWs has been observed with organic/inorganic hybridization, demonstrating a FRET efficiency of 16.7%, where the FRET interaction area accounts for approximately only 0.6% of the remaining blue emitting inorganic LED, enhancing total device efficiency.

The geometric configuration designed for the new type of hybrid white LEDs aims to minimize the separation between donor and acceptor dipoles using a top-down fabrication of a 2D microhole array structure within a standard planar LED device. A down-conversion yellow OLEP is used to fill the volume of the 2D microholes, allowing adjacent coupling with the exposed InGaN/GaN MQW side-walls. As a consequence, an inherently continuous p-GaN layer is also maintained, ensuring the electrical properties of the unpatterned device.

Planar-LEDs with a standard size of 350 × 350 μm² are initially fabricated here from a commercial blue InGaN/GaN LED wafer grown on c-plane sapphire, which consists of a 1 μm n-GaN layer with a thick undoped GaN buffer on a standard thin low-temperature GaN nucleation layer, a 100 nm InGaN prelayer, then an 160 nm InGaN/GaN MQW active region and a final 230 nm p-GaN layer. A fabrication process for standard planar LEDs is used. As usual, an initial mesa-etching is performed, meaning that part of the wafer is etched down to the n-GaN layer for the fabrication of n-contact later on. A 100 nm ITO (indium-tin-oxide) layer is then deposited across the remaining p-type region, forming an Ohmic contact after thermally annealing at 600 °C for 60 s in air. The n-contact electrode consists of Ti/Al/Ti/Au (20/100/20/60 nm). Finally, Ti/Au (20/200 nm) bond-pads are deposited on both the p-type and n-type contacts.

A 2D microhole array structure is then fabricated through the active-region using a combination of standard photolithography techniques and then a selective dry-etching process. The exposed active-region along the microhole circumference ensures a minimized separation between donor and acceptor dipole, where the nonradiative FRET interaction volume becomes the outer radius of the remaining InGaN/GaN MQW structure. This significantly enhances the coupling between adjacent donor dipoles (i.e., InGaN/GaN MQWs) and acceptor dipoles (i.e., OLEP). The micrometer-scale used also matches the requirements of any standard lithography technique in terms of resolution.

Figure 1a depicts a schematic of our hybrid LED with a 2D microhole array structure. The top-down process used for the fabrication of 2D microhole arrays begins with a 250 nm SiO₂ layer deposited across the fabricated planar-LED using plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD), before 20 nm Ni is then selectively evaporated above the n-type and p-type electrodes to prevent etching in subsequent processes. A thin photoresist film is then patterned with an array of circles packed in a polka-dot sequence, with a 2.5 μm diameter and a center-to-center spacing 3.5 μm minimum, respectively. This precedes the transfer of this pattern to the SiO₂ layer using a...
standard CHF$_3$/Ar reactive-ion etch (RIE) process, acting as a secondary mask in further fabrication steps to overcome issues of etching-rate selectivity. The patterned 2D microhole array is then formed by etching through the active-region, using Cl$_2$/Ar inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etching via the 100 nm ITO current spreading layer (CSL). The undamaged n-type and p-type electrodes are then re-exposed using the same selective SiO$_2$ RIE processing, previously concealed by the 20 nm Ni that is first removed simply using NH$_3$.

Figure 1b shows a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image taken at an angle of 45°, confirming a 2.5 μm diameter hole with a 900 nm depth which is sufficient to completely expose the active-region side-walls and also demonstrating the continuity of the top p-contact. An etch-depth of just 390 nm is adequate to pass the InGaN/GaN MQWs of the as-grown LED wafer, where the measured 900 nm depth also includes the 250 nm SiO$_2$ layer and the 100 nm ITO layer.

Figure 1c shows a high spatial-resolution PL mapping of the InGaN/GaN MQWs measured by a confocal PL system using a 375 nm diode laser as an excitation source, also exhibiting the same periodic pattern in PL intensity as the corresponding 2D microhole arrays. The complete absence of PL emission from the microhole regions also verifies the exposure of the active-region side-walls as is necessary to create a nonradiative FRET interaction volume. The trenches (between some microholes) as shown in the confocal PL mapping indicate a variation in intensity, which is mainly due to a fluctuation in indium composition and quantum well thickness.20–23

A prerequisite of nonradiative FRET is the significant spectral overlap between the donor emission and the acceptor absorption energy to attain exciton coupling.5 The π-conjugated yellow-emitting polyfluorene copolymer F8BT, poly[(9,9-dioctylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl)-alt-co-(1,4-benzo-2,1′,3′-thiadiazole)], has pronounced absorption peaks at 320 and 455 nm with a high fluorescent quantum yield and relative ambient stability.24 More importantly, the F8BT emits a broad yellow peak confirmed by our absorption spectral measurements,5 displaying an overall yellow appearance, and is therefore ideally suited in the application of hybrid white-LEDs demonstrating nonradiative FRET color-conversion. The top-down fabrication process is thus completed with the deposition of F8BT to fill into the arrayed microholes. Organic materials are highly susceptible to degradation in the presence of atmospheric moisture and oxygen, resulting in permanent emission quenching.25 To mitigate this organic material processing is completed within an anaerobic (O$_2 < 0.5$ ppm) glovebox environment with hydrogen gas (H$_2$) < 5% in nitrogen (N$_2$).

In order to make accurate comparison, an electrically injected LED with a standard unpatterned planar structure is initially fabricated and full characterization measurements are then conducted. Afterward, the device undergoes the top-down 2D microhole array fabrication process stated above and then full characterization measurements are performed. Finally, the device with the 2D microhole array structure is completed with deposition of F8BT, filling the arrayed microholes and then forming the final hybrid inorganic/organic device.

Figure 2a presents the electroluminescence (EL) spectra of the LED device before and after the top-down 2D microhole array fabrication process (i.e., both without the deposition of F8BT), measured under a 20 mA injection current, indicating a slight improvement in EL intensity after the 2D microhole array fabrication process, which may relate to an increased light-extraction efficiency (LEE) as a result of the existence of the microhole arrays.26 Figure 2a also shows the typical EL spectrum of the hybrid white LED measured under a 20 mA injection current. Both the blue-emission at 450 nm and the yellow-emission centered at 550 nm have been demonstrated with a 65% difference between them in EL intensity. An optical image of its EL emission as shown in the inset of Figure 2b displays white light, measured at 20 mA.

Chromaticity is then quantified using standardized Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage (CIE) calculations. A dichromatic color mixing allows generation of all CIE 1931 chromaticity coordinates between the two individual points through change in dominant emission,27 where the blue In$_{x}$Ga$_{1-x}$N LED and the F8BT polymer have respective (0.15, 0.04) and (0.42, 0.57) coordinates on the color-space diagram.28 For an example, inset in Figure 2a shows the typical CIE color coordinates of (0.29 ± 0.039, 0.32 ± 0.027) and a color-correlated temperature of about 8336 K, measured at 2 mA injection current. This corresponds to a color rendering index (CRI) of ~53, which needs to be improved. This is achieved when the yellow-emitting F8BT polymer is drop-cast in a 5 mg/mL toluene concentrated solution, allowing this to naturally fill the microhole volume, improving the contribution of F8BT emission to the EL spectrum significantly. Of course, further optimization is still required in order to further increase CRI by tuning the concentration of F8BT in a toluene solution or decreasing the remaining blue-emission area by increasing the microhole density.

Figure 2b shows the $I$–$V$ characteristics, exhibiting that the electrical properties between the standard planar blue LED and the blue LED with the microhole array structure remain relatively unchanged. In detail, the LED with a microhole array structure exhibits only a small 90 mV increase in turn-on.
voltage \( (V_o) \) from 3.46 V compared with the standard planar LED.

Figure 2b also shows the \( I-V \) characteristics of the hybrid LED and the reference blue LED (nonhybrid, i.e., the blue LED only with the 2D microhole array structure), demonstrating no discernible change in electrical properties after F8BT deposition, with an identical 3.55 V turn-on voltage and almost identical effects of series resistance with only a small 930 mΩ increase. 29

Figure 3a shows the room-temperature PL spectra of the hybrid LED and the reference blue LED, both measured at room temperature using a 375 nm diode laser as an excitation source. The reference blue LED shows a strong PL emission peak in the blue spectral region, while the hybrid LED clearly has a change in decay lifetime (\( k_{\text{FF}} \)) from 3.46 V compared with the standard planar LED. This reduction cannot be observed if there are not any nonradiative FRET processes involved. 5 A large number of measurements have been repeatedly performed, demonstrating a consistent decrease in decay lifetime. In detail, a nonradiative FRET rate between the F8BT and the InGaN/GaN MQWs can be obtained by extracting a change in decay lifetime measured from the hybrid LED and the reference blue LED.

The decay parameters can be extracted from a standard biexponential fit, as defined in eq 1, where a two-component PL decay is described as having two decay elements, attributed first to the relaxation of localized excitons and second the exciton relaxation of free-carriers and localized states, 35 where \( \alpha_i \) and \( \tau_i \) define the individual magnitude and decay lifetime of the two terms. Furthermore, the decay rate is equal to \( k_x = \tau_x^{-1} \).

\[
I(t) = \alpha_1 \exp\left(-\frac{t}{\tau_1}\right) + \alpha_2 \exp\left(-\frac{t}{\tau_2}\right)
\]

The decay rate of a bare InGaN/GaN LED \( (k_{\text{MQW}}) \) is dependent on radiative \( (k_r) \) and nonradiative \( (k_{\text{nr}}) \) recombination rates, as is given in eq 2.

\[
k_{\text{MQW}} = k_r + k_{\text{nr}}
\]

Nonradiative FRET coupling in a hybrid device generates a change in decay dynamics, in that an additional energy transfer channel is present, meaning that the total recombination rate \( (k_{\text{hyb}}) \) requires modification in order to include a nonradiative FRET \( (k_{\text{FRET}}) \) decay term, as in eq 3.

\[
k_{\text{hyb}} = k_r + k_{\text{nr}} + k_{\text{FRET}}
\]

The efficiency of the nonradiative FRET process can ultimately be determined from the measured difference in decay rates between the hybrid LED and the reference blue LED, isolating the FRET rate. This is a standard approach widely used. 5,29,30

The average weighted lifetime \( (\tau) \) of a biexponential decay, calculated using eq 4, results in a typical decrease from 6.7 ns for the reference blue LED to 5.5 ns for the hybrid LED, obtained by fitting the TRPL decay traces as shown in Figure 3b. This then corresponds to an enhanced decay rate as a result of the nonradiative FRET process from \( k_{\text{MQW}} \) = 0.15 ns\(^{-1}\) to \( k_{\text{hyb}} \) = 0.18 ns\(^{-1}\), isolating a 0.03 ns\(^{-1}\) FRET rate that produces a 16.7% FRET efficiency.

\[
\tau = \frac{\alpha_1 \tau_1^2 + \alpha_2 \tau_2^2}{\alpha_1 \tau_1 + \alpha_2 \tau_2}
\]

It is also worth highlighting that the FRET efficiency is often corrected by averaging across the active FRET interaction area. 33 A corrected FRET efficiency is therefore significantly increased but is not calculated here. 5,30 The FRET interaction area of an individual microhole can be determined by...
anticipating a 10 nm dipole–dipole separation following the microcavity circumference, outside which the nonradiative FRET cannot occur. Using this assumption and other known dimensions, it can be reliably estimated that only 0.64% of the device volume can contribute to the highly efficient nonradiative FRET process. The relatively small area in which recombination is dominated by the fast-acting FRET process between the InGaN/GaN MQWs and the F8BT highlights the enhancement in down-converted yellow-emission. The corrected FRET efficiency will be significantly increased as expected.\(^\text{3,30}\)

In summary, an electrically injected hybrid organic/inorganic III-nitride white LED has been demonstrated with an architecture compatible with the near-field requirements of nonradiative FRET, providing an increased dipole–dipole proximity. A top-down 2D microhole array structure is transferred to the InGaN/GaN MQW of a standard blue planar-LED using a novel combination of a standard fabrication process that results in a device with relatively unchanged electrical performance. A white-light EL emission has been achieved with typical CIE color coordinates at \((0.29, 0.32)\). TRPL measurements reveal a consistent reduction in carrier recombination lifetime of the InGaN/GaN MQWs in our hybrid device, confirming the nonradiative FRET process occurring between the InGaN/GaN MQWs and the F8BT. The nonradiative FRET process contributes a 16.7% FRET efficiency across a device in which it can account for 0.64% of the total interaction area, suppressing likely nonradiative recombination processes and therefore enhancing total device efficiency.
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